
Introduc�on

Numerous studies have been carried out on folktales in different socie�es, 
including the Hausa society. This paper aims at being part of the umpteen that 
have examined this genre of orature. Notable studies with different 
perspec�ves on the genre include the works of: Freud (1970), karaye (1978), 
Smith (1969), Degh (1969) who are among the plethora that have contributed 
to the analysis of the folktale. Freud (1970) tes�fies that folktale is a dream that 
aims at sa�sfying the unconscious needs of the society. karaye (1978) thinks of 
folktale as a func�onalist genre, whose overall import is to exhort its target 
audience into ra�onality. Smith (1969) in Furniss (1996) examines the didac�c 
efficacy of the folktale to its audience. Degh (1969) notes the two worlds 
folktales create: fantasy and realism.  She bu�resses that a tale a�ains its 
desired effec�veness through ar�s�c means, thus it succeeds in making the 
narrator and audience to believe in the world of the tale as that of reality. In 
their specific analyses Tatsuniyar Ta-kitse, Yahaya (1972) notes how the tale 

Abstract

The concept of bourgeoisieism relates to societal economic and poli�cal 
cultures. Those members of society who own and control the mode of 
produc�on are among the bourgeoisie. They are opposed by the workers, who 
own rela�vely li�le and who form the proletariat. The bourgeoisie not only own 
most of the property in a given society, but also control the ideas of the 
proletariat. The present study aims at examining the bourgeoisie theory in 
Hausa society. The focal point is however, a genre of Hausa orature, tatsuniya. 
The tatsuniya (folktale) en�tled Tatuniyar Ta‐kitse is the main corpus for 
analysis. The paper is able to discover that those in the bourgeoisie class are the 
only privileged few. They coerce the lumpen proletariat, as the said corpus is 
able to thus exemplify how the Sarki seizes the bull cum Ta‐kitse from Tsohuwa 
for his personal consump�on, in the case of the bull and marriage as the young 
and beau�ful wife in Ta‐kitse's case.
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depicts some important cultural mores of the Hausa society: the prevalence of 
mendicants; belief in des�ny. Others include abuse of power by the leaders; 
the courteous cum recep�ve nature of the Hausa people notably to their 
guests. The way parents-in-law are revered and lastly the prevalence of wars in 
pre-colonial Hausa socie�es are exposed. Rufa'i (1982) discusses the 
conven�onal traits of the Hausa monarchs; he notes the presenta�on of their 
irra�onal imperialism towards their subjects. He concludes by exposing the 
desired effect of the tale since it is able to impel the plebeians to react when 
the need arises. Abdullahi (2013) explains the dissemina�on of power in the 
tale, Tatsuniyar Ta-kitse. In his paper, he exposes the extreme power abuse by 
the leaders to their subjects who are hardly able to challenge them. However, 
the present study differs from others because it uses bourgeoisie theory of Karl 
Marx as its framework for analysis. Etymologically, a French word: boor-zhwa-
zee. The term has two senses: the middle class typically with reference to its 
apparent materialis�c values or conven�onal a�tudes. In Marxist context, the 
word, bourgeoisie means the capitalist class who own many of the society's 
riches and means of produc�on. According to the founder of the theory, Karl 
Marx, there are two classes of people in a society characterized thus:

There are only two classes: those controlling the means of power and 
those not. The bourgeoisie are those who control the poli�cal system, 
crea�ng laws and values that would ensure their control of power over 
the proletariat, working class.

 Berger (1933) further explains that according to Karl Marx, those members of 
society who own and control the mode of produc�on: the property owning 
class is formed by members of the bourgeoisie. They are opposed by the 
workers, who own rela�vely li�le and who form the proletariat. The 
bourgeoisie not only own most of the property in a given society, but also 
control the ideas of the proletariat. This is aptly captured in the following 
remarks:

The ideas of the ruling class are, in every age, the ruling ideas: i,e the 
class which is the dominant material force in society is at the same �me 
its dominant intellectual force. The class which has the means of 
produc�on at its disposal, has control at the same �me over the means 
of mental produc�on, (Berger, 1933).

Emile Zola (1840-1902) adds that in cultural hegemony, according to Marx, the 
culture of a society is dominated by the mores of the ruling-class, wherein their 
superimposed value system is abided by each social class: upper, middle and 
lower regardless of the socio-economic results it yields to them.   Having 
presented an outline of Marxism, the paper will then take sketchy look at the 
folktale in ques�on which is the subject of our study. 
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A Brief Resume of the Folktale,

Ta‐Kitse

The tale presents the life of a toiling old woman, Tsohuwa who has to fetch, 
cook and hawk tafasa leaves for her upkeep. One day, in the course of her daily 
rou�ne, she came across a stray bone which she picked and later buried in her 
courtyard. As the days roll bye, the bone sprouted out, but unlike a plant, this 
bone, akin to its pedigree became a well fa�ened bull. The morphology of the 
bull a�racted the a�en�on of Gizo, the mendicant who, out of flummox, could 
not wait to collect any alms from Tsohuwa. He swi�ly reported what he saw to 
the Sarki, who in-turn gave an order for the confisca�on of the bull from the 
Tsohuwa. With much difficulty and the acquiescence of the Tsohuwa, they 
cour�ers were able to unravel the bull from the stake. They were also able to 
commandeer and slaughter it. The Tsohuwa however requested for the offals 
like hanji, hanta, tumbi, huhu, zuciya, koda and kitse as her own share of the 
bull. These organs simply transformed into girls that became her domes�c 
servants. Ta-kitse became the most beau�ful and obedient of all of the girls. 
Just like what happened to the Tsohuwa`s bull, so did history repeat itself with 
Ta-kitse. The Sarki was told about her quali�es by his spy and informant, Gizo. 
He without any mince of words went for her, abducted the young Ta-kitse and 
later sought for her hands in marriage which he got. Rivalry of co-wives could 
not allow her to survive as a co-wife because of the absence of the Sarki who 
was out on an expedi�on. Ta-kitse was forced by other wives to go to the 
kitchen to cook and this made her to melt. However, she was put back to life 
later. As he sad news of what had happened got to the Sarki at the ba�le front, 
he therefore had to retreat. At last, the other wives were beheaded because of 
their mischief.

Analysis

From the theore�cal frame work foregoing, the paper is able to understand 
that a segment of the society leads while another (majority) follows. The 
leaders normally cons�tute themselves into an upper class no ma�er how 
simple the society is and this gives them an upper hand over the other 
segment. As Marx explains, those in the upper class are what he terms as 
bourgeoisie, notably: the rulers, the rich and the intellectuals in the society. 
The present study aims at examining the behaviour of the bourgeoisie in Hausa 
society through its mirror, a folktale.
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By Karl Marx's idea of bourgeoisie, we are made to understand that those who 
own and control the mode of produc�on as well as control the ideas of the 
proletariat are in the class of the bourgeoisie. The Sarki in this society is the 
chief poli�cal actor; he controls the mean of produc�on, literally owns the 
society and directs its thinking. It is in recogni�on of these phenomena that 
make Gizo to think that nobody in the society should possess what is good 
other than the chief poli�cal actor, Sarki. On realizing that only the noble, who 
are part of the bourgeoisie in the society are allowed, perhaps by the culture, 
to own and enjoy what is good. Gizo would, therefore not even stop to collect 
the alms the Tsohuwa wanted to give him. He rushes out to go and report to the 
Sarki about the mesmerizing bull (sa), he saw in the Tsohuwa`s house:

Yanka shi dade yau na ga wani, �keken Sa a gidan wata tsohuwa. 

Your Highness, today, I saw a big bull in the house of a certain old 
woman.

Quite at home with the way the culture permits him to do what he wants as a 
bourgeoisie who controls and directs what the proletariat will do, the Sarki 
assigns Gizo and some other cour�ers to go and confiscate the bull from the 
owner, Tsohuwa: To, yanzu in an tura ka da fadawa, ka kai, su can gidan da ka 
gano wannan san?

Now, if you and the cour�ers are sent, would you be able to take them to 
the house where you saw the bull?

As part of extreme upper class posi�on, the Sarki does not accept anything like 
a bluff; whoever deceives him would pay in a dear coin. To affirm Gizo's 
narra�on, he had to be quizzed on what should happen to him in case it is 
discovered to be untrue. Gizo there and then accepts the threat of reprimand if 
he fails to accomplish the said task:  Yaya ai ka yi mini duk abin da ka so. “Your 
Highness, you can go ahead and met on me anything you so wish”.

With the society being at home with what the bourgeoisie do, then it has to 
conform to whatever decision such people take for or against them. In this 
context, the Sarki feels that he would simply use coercive power to confiscate 
the bull from its legal owner:           Sarki ya tura a je a taho da san nan.  “The 
Sarki sent for the bull to be brought”.

Shi ke nan aka tafi da Gizo aka shiga  gidan aka ce, “Tsohuwa,wai in ji Sarki ya ce 
wai san nan naki ki bayar a tafi da  shi yana son sa”.  Gizo forms part of the 
entourage that went to the house of Tsohuwa and said “the Sarki said that you 
should release that your bull, he wants to own it.
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The poli�cal class can use any form of threat as a means of coercion. This is 
because it masters what the society does. In this context, the cohorts of the 
Sarki s�pulate that Gizo would be beaten should there be any form of none 
compliance by the bull:

Sai fadawa suka ce, “ to, tun da san ya ki kwantuwa sai a daki Gizo”. The 
cour�ers then said “since the bull could not be unkno�ed then Gizo should be 
beaten.”

On his own part, Gizo simply transfers the threat to Tsohuwa that she should be 
beaten for any failure resul�ng from none compliance by the bull. The 
Tsohuwa, like other members of the society, has also conceded to the use of 
coercion by the bourgeoisie class. She simply obliges when threatened un�l 
the bull was slaughtered, fried and finally eaten: Kwantu, kwantu ye turke….  
Unknot, unknot oh stake (bull)…  Tafi, tafi ye turke… Go, go oh stake (bull)….

Pleased with his despicable condi�on and the way he regards the bourgeoisie 
class in high esteem, Gizo is not oblivious of the fact that he is equally a man 
who admires gorgeous things, he however believes that the Sarki should 
possess it and not himself. His ac�ons are geared towards his aim of ge�ng 
close to the poli�cal class so that he could upli� his posi�on materially. He tells 
the Sarki about the beau�ful Ta-kitse he saw and makes him to believe that she 
is for him otherwise his children should be the next op�on for her:

Wannan Ta‐kitsen ba ka gan ta ba yallabai, shai kai. In ba jidanka ba, 
shai jidan 'ya'yanka. You have not seen that Ta-kitse your   Highness. She 
is for you. If she is not in your matrimonial home then she should be in 
children's.

Indeed, Gizo only told the Sarki about Ta-kitse because of the class he occupies. 
He would not want to have a situa�on where a plebeian would emerge as a 
suitor because she is undoubtedly stunning; hence, she is for the bourgeoisie.   
Furthermore, the society admits how the bourgeoisie coerce them. They are 
largely allowed to do what they want. In this case, the Sarki shamelessly 
abducts Ta-kitse because he wants her as a wife without following the due 
Islamic rites:

Shi ke nan, sai ya dauki ruwa ya ajiye wuri daya, ya suri yarinya ya dora ta a kan 
doki ya zabura sai gidansa. “Without any qualms, he kept the water aside.  He 
then picked the girl and kept her on the horse back and made his way to his 
house”.  It is a fact that the bourgeoisie are the power holders in and outside 
the home. The knowledge of that makes the Sarki, now a husband to warn his 
wives not to allow his new bride, Ta-kitse to go near anything hot, lest she 
melts:
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Da zai tafi, sai ya shiga gida ya dada kwakkwafa   musu cewa kada fa su ba 
amarya aiki a rana, ko kuma a kusa da wuta. “While he was going, he went and 
reiterated to them that they should not assign any task to the bride who would 
require her presence in the sun or near the fire”.  

The co-wives of Sarki too felt that since their husband, the Sarki is in the 
bourgeoisie class, they too should equally be in the same class. This then 
ensures their coercive behaviour towards Ta-kitse by asking her to go near the 
fire since their husband cum Sarki is away on a campaign:

Can gida kuwa sai matan suka ce wa Ta‐kitse,  “ to, saura ki fito kuma ki tura 
wuta.  “Back at home, the co-wives did ask Ta-kitse to come out and push the 
firewood for efficient inflammability”. 

With the knowledge of what actually transpired in his house, the Sarki abruptly 
stops the on-going war and retreats back home. He then enquires about how 
his striking bride was made to melt despite his impera�ve orders:

To, ai na yi muku doka cewa kar ku sa ta aikin wuta, kuma kada ku sa ta aiki a 
rana. To, yanzu ga shi kun karya mini doka, kun yi aika‐aika. “Certainly, I did 
instruct you not to assign any task that would inform her stay in the sun or 
going near the fire. You however violated the instruc�on; you have done a 
wrong thing”. Although not oblivious of what those with power can do, the 
society tries to obviate the Sarki from ordering his slaughterer to behead his 
wives who defied his orders. The crowd did not succeed as the Sarki narrates 
his ordeal before everyone. He therefore orders for their heads to be cut-off: 
Shi ke nan, sai aka sa aka kashe su. Sarki ya zauna da amaryarsa, Ta‐kitse.  With 
a l l  b e e n  a l r i g h t ,  t h e y  w e r e  a s k e d  t o  b e  k i l l e d .                                                        
The Sarki joyfully remained with his bride, Ta-kitse”.                      

Conclusion

The paper has noted that literature serves as a mirror of the society. Of course, 
the society should not think that this tale is completely a true to life experience 
but even then, the world of realism has vividly featured despite the fantasy. In 
addi�on, we are able to present the kind of power those in the bourgeoisie 
have. Cruelty is not a new thing in the society. An exposi�on of how the 
Tsohuwa`s sa (bull) was ceased by the Sarki is made. The bourgeoisie are those 
with power, hence they do as they like because they are well informed of 
societal reverence for them and their mischievous acts. Similarly, the unjust 
manner of abduc�ng a girl in the name of marriage portrays the kind of society 
people live in. Furthermore, seniority among co-wives presents the kind of 
power the senior wives of the bourgeoisie have over one another. 
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